
Most manufacturing plants implement various process control mechanisms to ensure the 

high quality of their products. Among these, statistical process control monitors variation in 

process outcomes and triggers an alarm when the outcome value deviates too much from 

typical behaviors. For example, an alarm goes off when the process outcome is above or below 

the control limits of the given process step. Once an alarm is notified, process engineers 

take three steps while keeping the equipment on hold—collect data relevant to the alarm, 

analyze them to identify the root cause, and make a decision on how to resolve the issue.

In a typical case, this three-step alarm release process takes at least a few dozen of minutes 

and sometimes even hours. For early detection of defective products and ultimately higher 

yields, it is imperative to identify and resolve the root cause of the alarm precisely. In complex

and dynamically changing manufacturing processes, however, it is extremely challenging to 

identify the true root cause of the alarm through a myriad of data and take appropriate corrective 

actions.

Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
Revolutionizes the workflow of process engineers

Background

is a major hurdle as a given alarm depends on various factors 
in multiple process steps in an intricate manner

makes it intractable for engineers to collect and examine 
all data relevant to a given alarm

leaves it up to individual engineers to make decisions based on 
their respective level of expertise

Complexity of the Root Cause Analysis

Challenges manufacturers face in statistical process control

Diverse, Massive, and Scattered Data

No Standardized Guidelines for Corrective Actions
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Panoptes RCA is an AI-powered assistant that provides process engineers with real-time 

analysis of anomalies and alarm events in statistical process control. It collects all relevant 

manufacturing information from scattered databases and uses state-of-the-art time series 

machine learning techniques to analyze them in an integrated manner. Panoptes RCA quickly 

and accurately identifies the root cause of the alarm based on anomaly analysis with different 

data types such as machine sensor data and sampled metrology data. It displays analysis 

results on a comprehensive and easy-to-understand dashboard. Panoptes RCA also provides 

actionable guidelines learned from historical corrective actions that process engineers have 

taken under similar circumstances.

Product 
Description

generates anomaly scores of probable root causes 
via time series machine learning

displays comprehensive and user-friendly information 
related to alarms

provides data-driven guidelines for engineers on 
how to resolve alarms

Anomaly Analysis

Panoptes RCA Product Features

Dashboard 

Action Recommendation
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Gauss Labs provides advanced AI solutions for manufacturing process monitoring

Panoptes Image Metrology (IM)
Shatters the limit of conventional 
image metrology solutions

Panoptes Virtual Metrology (VM)
Reinvents process monitoring 
and control

Panoptes Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
Revolutionizes the workflow of 
process engineers

Panoptes (n.)
1. Many-eyed giant in Greek mythology

2. A collection of advanced AI solutions from Gauss Labs

We normalize AI.

Any inquiries? 
Contact us! 

https://gausslabs.ai

solutions@gausslabs.ai

By scrutinizing every piece of massive data, Panoptes RCA identifies the 
true root cause successfully 96% of the time, which is equivalent to the 
12-fold error rate reduction from conventional statistical algorithms.

Panoptes RCA reduces the time of the alarm release process to 1/10. 
This significantly improves both the efficiency of process engineers and the 
operating rate of manufacturing equipment.

Early anomaly detection of Panotes RCA saves manufacturers from 
unexpected yield drops. Resulting revenue growth and cost reduction 
are estimated to exceed millions of dollars per year.

Anomaly Detection Accuracy

Quicker Alarm Release

Yield Improvement

Customer 
Values
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